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  Past photos

     I have always wanted to learn about photography.  
     With that said, I was always reluctant to buy a lot 
of gear without knowing if I was going to be any good 
at it.  Then, in December of 2013 I won a Canon SL-1 
package from my college job two days before I left for 
the holidays and everything changed.
     I was able to dabble in photography as I took a basic 
visual communications class in college, but I didn’t even 
wander outside of auto settings.  I did take these photos 
during that period of time though, and my passion for 
capturing my own  images was ignited.





  Color Study
     One of the first adventures 
I took with a camera involved 
hunting down images with a 
reoccuring color.
     I went out in the late after-
noon on a sunny autumn day 
and quickly noticed that yellow 
was springing up all over.  I 
snapped pictures of flowers, 
turning leaves, parking poles, 
and even a stray dumpster I 
came across.
     I remember enjoying learning 
about photography basics like 
aperture and shutter speed to 
control the blown-out back-
ground on the flowers and 
proper light exposure.





  Portraits
     When I first began taking photographs, I 
figured portraits were the last thing I would ever 
want to do.  I always thought I would be focused 
on macro/abstract photography, and never really 
cared about taking pictures of people.  In a rela-
tively short amount of time, that has completely 
changed.
     My very first portrait shoot I did was with my 
friend Alyssa (pictured on next page).  We had a 
blast, and I learned a ton about framing preferenc-
es and low aperture to blow out the background.  
We also found a way on top of the police station 
roof where that picture was taken.
     From there I did a shoot at Eagle Park in 
Rexburg with my wife Abby (pictured top right).  
There were patchy clouds, and adjusting to the 
variable lighting really challenged me and helped 
me get a better grasp of using my aperture and 
shutter speed together.
     Since then I have been able to branch out and 
capture portraits of friends  in a myriad of situa-
tions, including graduation photos, field trips, and 
“for fun” photo shoots.  
I have a building passion for portrait photography, 
and surprisingly feel most excited to pursue that 
over any other style at this time.





  ENHANCEMENTS
      Hand-in-hand with portraits came learn-
ing how to edit them.  One useful concept that 
we learned was copying the edits from one 
photograph and shifting them to another.  
      I used the presets from the picture below 
and projected them onto the photo
of Abby standing by the path.  The end result 
is the photo to the right where the brighter 
editing applies and makes my job easier with 
similar-feeling pictures.





  BANNACK BEST
     This October every section of Digital Imaging board-
ed buses at the crack of dawn and travelled to Bannack, a 
ghost town in Montana about two hours away from us.  It 
was an incredible experience with amazing weather and 
even better people.  
      We were given a formidable list of assignments to both 
learn and accomplish within our time at bannack.  Some 
of my favorites included texture, macro, and of course my 
now-love portraits.  I made a few new friends including 
Kate (pictured left) who also happened to be a great stand-
in model as well.  We faced variable situations at Bannack, 
including transitioning from midday sunlight to indoor 
portrait shoots and learning skills like motion photography 
and High Dynamic Range (HDR).





  Perspective of 12





  Adobe lightroom
     I am in love with Adobe Lightroom, and I don’t 
care who knows it.
     At first I was reluctant to delve into a new photo- 
editing program when I was barely getting my feet 
wet with Photoshop.  However, as I began to use 
Lightroom I developed an appreciation for the 
streamlined tools it contains to non-destructively 
improve photographs.
     Lightroom is now my go-to program with my 
photography.  I depend on it for almost all of my 
non-destructive edits, especially if I am on any sort 
of deadline.  It has also served as a gateway for me 
to understand and explore Photoshop in greater 
depth as well.





  Adobe Camera Raw



  High dynamic Range
     High dynamic range 
(HDR) photography begins 
with three different pictures 
of the same subject. There is a 
setting that snaps three shots 
at different exposures, from 
under-exposed to over-ex-
posed. 
     Post-camera, the three 
images are imported into a 
program that can blend them 
together, creating a range of 
exposures, unique textures, 
and sometimes even a three 
dimensional feel.



  FLEXIBLE EDITing



  Typography



  Contact the Photographer

Email     
grantstokerphotography@gmail.com
 
Twitter  
@gstokerphotos

Wordpress     
grantstokerphotography.wordpress.com

Instagram
grantstoker




